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Abstract 

 
The change of any element in the network is possible to cause performance degradation of the 
multicast network. So it is necessary to optimize the topology path through the multicast 
update strategy, which directly affects the performance and user experience of the overlay 
multicast. In view of the above, a new multicast tree update strategy based on perturbation 
theory Musp (Multicast Update Strategy based on Perturbation theory) is proposed, which 
reduces the data transmission interruption caused by the multicast tree update and improves 
user experiences. According to the multicast tree’s elements performance and the topology 
structure, the Musp strategy defines the multicast metric matrix and based on the matrix 
perturbation theory it also defines the multicast fluctuation factor. Besides it also demonstrates 
the calculability of the multicast fluctuation factor presents the steps of the Musp algorithm 
and calculates the complexity. The experimental results show that compared with other update 
strategies, as for the sensitivity of the multicast fluctuation factor’s energized multicast tree to 
the network disturbance, the maximum delay of the Musp update strategy is minimal in the 
case of the local degradation of network performance. 
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1. Introduction 

Multicast does the distribution processing with the help of the intermediate nodes. The 
content has only to be transmitted once on each network link and only at the time of link 
forking the content will be copied [1], so as to achieve the highly efficient concurrent 
transmission of the content. Due to technological and economic reasons [2], the IP multicast 
service has not been yet been fully deployed in the early time and even now it is the same. 
Compared with IP multicast, the overlay multicast maintains the original simple, unreliable 
and unicast forwarding model of the Internet. The multicast forwarding function is achieved 
by the end system, and thus the flexible and convenient deployment can be realized in the 
network.  

The overlay multicast has an extensive coverage of application fields, including real time 
multimedia applications (such as web conferencing, IPTV, online broadcast and network 
classroom, etc.), and file distribution applications (such as data distribution transmission, 
product subscription service, etc.). The above applications have a common feature: need to 
provide continuous and stable service. Different from the stable and reliable forwarding nodes 
(routers) of the IP multicast, the overlay multicast data’s copying and forwarding are achieved 
in end nodes (servers). The possible forwarding nodes are not always dedicated forwarding 
servers with consistent performance and single task, and  they can also be common terminal 
hosts in temporary requisition. Even the multicast end hosts may also undertake the data 
forwarding task and there may also be other burst applications occupying the bandwidth. 
Therefore the disturbance exists all the time in the network, including forwarding node load 
changes, node exiting, node joining, and local link available bandwidth narrowing and so on. 
Whether these factors will lead to a sharp decline of the multicast network performance, and 
furthermore how to deal with network disturbance through multicast tree update strategy to 
ensure the continuity of data distribution and stability of multicast system. 

The multicast tree update strategy is an indispensible part of multicast protocols, and its 
goal is to guarantee the delay of the reconstruction of the multicast tree is minimal at the 
minimal network cost in the case of network failures and member changing. This paper mainly 
focuses on the multicast tree update problems caused by network failure resulted from various 
network element (network elements refer to links and nodes in this paper) failures, traffic 
congestion problems and other factors. Summarizing the relevant research results in recent 
years, we can divide the multicast tree update strategy into two categories according to the 
updating time: 

One is the passive update strategy, which means that after the node or link failures in the 
multicast tree are detected, the multicast tree will be updated. Passive update strategy can be 
divided into two categories: response type and reservation type. Response type update strategy 
seeks and establishes a new path to complete the service transmission again. Peercast seeks in 
the affected grandparent nodes or the root nodes for a new parent node [3]. The affected nodes 
of SpreadIt algorithm send data interrupt information to the source node , and the parent nodes 
are redistributed by source nodes [4]. This kind of strategy will lead to that the ancestor nodes 
will become a bottleneck in the process of transmission and at the same time the recovery time 
will be longer. Reservation update strategy is the alternate path maintaining redundancy in the 
multicast distribution path. After the failure occurs, the alternate path is adopted. Redundant 
path method maintains an alternate parent link for each node [5]. By using traversal path to 
establish the links among all the nodes in the overlay network, the redundant tree method 
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constructs two disjoint trees [6][7], one of which is treated as the main tree distributing data 
from the source nodes. If failure happens on any position in the main tree, the affected nodes 
can rapidly receive data through the alternate trees. The reservation update strategy can reduce 
the data terminal time, but the maintenance is of a great cost. 

The other one is the active update strategy, which means the cycle detection of the 
performance of the multicast tree topology construction and the multicast tree will be updated 
when the update conditions are triggered. The active multicast update strategy can also be 
divided into two categories: local update and global update. Local update strategy means when 
links with the following characteristics like heavy congestion [8][9], higher bandwidth [10], 
more stable parent nodes [11][12] and a closer network distance [13][14] are detected, we will 
start the local updating of the multicast tree, but the local update cannot guarantee a global 
optimal multicast. Global update means that the overall performance of the multicast tree is 
unable to meet the needs of business applications, for example the maximum delay exceeds 
the threshold [15] and the data retransmission rate is high [16] and so on. At this time, the 
entire multicast tree needs to be reconstructed. Active update strategy can quickly switch to 
the alternate path when the fault occurs. The recovery time is shorter than that of the passive 
update strategy, but active update strategy will consume more network resources. 

The characteristics of node and link instability is inherent in the overlay multicast. It is the 
network random disturbance that the reason to start multicast tree update strategy, but the 
existing multicast strategy still has the following problems: (1) Lack of the network model 
characterizing the stability of the multicast tree. (2) The existing researches’ evaluation on 
system stability is based on the measurement results of the distributed tasks, such as data 
retransmission rate, maximum delay, delay variation and so on, rather than based on multicast 
topology structure. (3) The existing researches update the multicast tree according to link 
fracture or better link, but cannot guarantee the multicast tree is global optimal.  

In view of the above problems, this paper proposed the overlay multicast update strategy 
Musp based on the perturbation theory, defines the multicast metric matrix according to the 
node link performance of the overlay multicast tree and the topology structure, defines the 
multicast fluctuation factor according to matrix perturbation theory, demonstrates the 
calculability of the multicast fluctuation factor and studies the multicast tree update 
opportunity and strategy. The experimental results show that the multicast tree based on 
perturbation theory can describe multicast stability well. Compared with other update 
strategies, the maximum delay of the Musp update strategy is minimal under the circumstance 
of the local degradation of network performance. 

2. MULTICAST METRIC MATRIX MODELING 
First defines the overlay network model as ( )G = V,E , v V∈ is the node in the overlay 
network. e E∈ is the link between nodes in the overlay network. n V=  is the number of 
nodes in the network G. T V ,E′ ′( )  is the multicast tree constituted by the data distribution node 
V ′  and the distribution edge E′ , ,V V E E′ ′⊆ ⊆ . Under the circumstance of not to cause 
confusion, both vi and i in this paper refers to node i. 

The followings are some relevant definitions needed for the introduction of the multicast 
metric matrix.  

Definition 1 Link cost: the function H  from V V×  to R+ is called the link cost on V V× . 
If it meets the following conditions: 
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1) Non-negativity: 0,ijH i j> ≠ . 

2) Asymmetry: ,ij jiH H i j≠ ≠ . 

where ,i j V∈ , ijH  is the link cost from node i to node j, indicating the cost of transferring 
data between nodes. In particular, when i=j, it indicates the data processing ability of the 
nodes.  

Definition 2 Overlay network cost matrix: the link cost of any node iv V∈ to other nodes 
in the overlay network makes a n dimensional link cost vector 1 2 3( , , , , )i i i i inH H H H H=   , 
the space 1 2 3( , , , , )T

nH H H H H=  formed by the link cost vectors of all the link cost is called 
overlay network cost matrix.  

Definition 3 Alternate parent node vector: If the node iv ’s current parent node is jv , 

then vector ' ( , , , )i k l mP v v v=  ({ , , } 1 , , { , } { , , } )k,l m N  k,l m n i j k,l m⊂ ∧ ≤ ≤ ∧ =∅     is 
called the alternate parent node vector.  

The alternate parent node vector '
iP  has the following characteristics: 

1) The elements of '
iP  are sequenced in priority order, and the priority level of the elements 

are reduced from the former to the latter.  
2) '

iP =∅  means node iv  has no alternate link, or there is no relevant definition in overlay 
multicast protocol. 

3) '
iP  changes in real time according to the overlay network’s properties. The alternate 

parent node with the highest priority is selected as the forwarding node. Nodes exiting and 
nodes joining in the alternate parent node vector will cause the update of '

iP . 

Definition 4 Possible parent node vector: The combination of the current parent node jv  

and the alternate parent node '
iP  of node iv  is called the possible parent node vector of node iv , 

which is indicated as iP . So '{ }i j iP v P=  . Obviously, i iv P∉ , and | | 1iP n≤ − . | |iP  is the 

elements number of the vector iP  

The change rule of the possible parent node iP  is: when it is confirmed that jv  can no 
longer be the current parent node of node iv , the current parent node of node iv  will be updated 
as the node of the highest priority among the alternate parent nodes, and meanwhile we will 
update the possible parent node vector.  

Definition 5 Coefficient vector: The vector 1 2 3( , , , , )i i i i inA A A A A=   is called the 
coefficient vector of node iv , and  
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is called the coefficient of link ije . jS  in formula (1) indicates the child nodes set of jv . | |jS  
is the set number of jS . Rλ +∈  is the link sensitivity factor, whose value range is (0,1] . r is 

the ordering of node iv  in jP by priority starting from 1. The analysis of formula (1) according 
to different conditions is shown in the following: 

1) When i j= , then iiA  is the out degree performance of node iv . 

2) When '
i j i ji j v P v P≠ ∧ ∈ ∧ ∉ , then node iv  is node jv ’s current parent node. Let 

jS =∅ , then ( ) 0
j

kk
k S

A
∈

=∑ . 

3) When '
i i iv P P∈  , then node iv  is the alternate parent node of node jv . The link 

sensitivity factor λ  indicates the importance degree of the alternate link ije  as a data 
distribution link. When the network link performance is not stable, the value of λ  is larger. 

4) In other cases, 0ija = , which means link ijv  is neither a multicast path nor selected as an 
alternate path. 

Intuitively, when i j= , then ija  refers to the number of data needs to be copied and 
forwarded in the process of multicast, that is, the node’s out degree. The larger value of the 
node ija  is, the higher demand for the data processing ability of node iv  is. When i j≠ , ija  
indicates the importance degree of link ije  in the process of multicast. The larger value of ija  
is, it means link ije  is located in the core network of the multicast tree’s distribution tree. 

From the analysis of ija ’s value range, we can get the following piecewise inequation: 
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Definition 6 Coefficient matrix: If iA  is the coefficient vector of node iv , then the matrix 

1 2 3( , , , , )T
nA A A A A=  formed by the coefficient vectors of all the nodes in the overlay 

multicast is called Coefficient matrix. 
Definition 7 Multicast metric matrix: Assuming the cost matrix in the overlay multicast 

is H , and the coefficient matrix is A , then *D H A=  is called multicast metric matrix. The 
symbol * refers to the Hadamard product of the matrix, that is, the product of the 
corresponding elements of the two matrices. 

3. Analysis of the Multicast Fluctuation Factor 

3.1 The Definition of multicast fluctuation factor 
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Assuming the equation set Ax b= , A  is the non-singular matrix, b is the constant vector, and 
x is the solution of the equation set.  

Definition 8 Ill conditioned equations [17]: If slight changes of A  or b will cause 
obvious changes in the solution of Ax b= ,  then it is called ill conditioned equations. A  is 
called ill conditioned matrix.  

Definition 9 Condition number [17]: Assuming the matrix n nA R ×∈ , || ||⋅  is the matrix 
norm defined on n nR × , then 

 
1( ) || || || || , 1,2k k kcond A A A k or−= = ∞  

 
is A ’s condition number of norm || ||⋅ . 

In general, if matrix A ’s condition number is large, then it is “ill-conditioned” for the linear 
equation set to be solved, otherwise it is known as “well-conditioned”. Since the matrix norm 
numbers calculated through different norms are constrained by each other, and all the matrix 
condition numbers are equivalent, therefore this paper uses the most common spectral 
condition number in order to easy to calculate, denoted by 2( )cond A , namely 

 
1

2 2 2 max min( ) || || || || ( ) ( )T Tcond A A A A A A Aλ λ−= =                                 (3) 
 
When A  is the real symmetric matrix,  
 

max
2

min

| |( )
| |

cond A λ
λ

=                                                     (4) 

 
In formula (3), (4), maxλ and minλ  are the largest eigenvalue and the smallest eigenvalue of 

the corresponding matrix. The matrix condition number plays an important role in numerical 
analysis and the stability of the whole system. It presents the system’s sensitivity to 
disturbance. This paper defines multicast fluctuation factor to measure the stability of the 
multicast tree according to multicast tree topology structure in the overlay network 
construction.  

Definition 10 Multicast fluctuation factor: Assuming D is the multicast metric matrix 
constructed by overlay network based on multicast treeT , called 

 

2( ) ,| | 0
( )

, | | 0
Cond D D

k D
D

≠
= ∞ =

                                                         (5) 

 
is the multicast fluctuation factor of the multicast tree T . 

Multicast fluctuation factor ( )k D reflects the stability performance of the multicast tree 
constructed in the overlay network, and provides the network model characterizing the 
stability of the multicast tree. The smaller the ( )k D  is, the more stable structure of the current 
distribution multicast tree is. And trivial changes of nodes or links in the network will not have 
great impact on multicast distribution. The larger the ( )k D  is, the more instable the structure 
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of the current distribution multicast tree is. Slight fluctuation in the network may lead to the 
fracture of the multicast distribution tree or even the crash of the multicast network. 

The multicast fluctuation factor has the following properties: 
 

1
2 2( ) ( ) || || || ( ) || ( )k D Cond D D D k Dµ µ µ µ −= = ⋅ ⋅ =                      (6) 

 
And , 0R uµ∈ ≠ . The above mentioned relevant properties of the multicast fluctuation 

factor will be verified in the simulation experiment in the fifth section.  

3.2 The calculability of the multicast fluctuation factor 
From the definition 9 we know that, in order to get the solution of matrix A’s condition 

number, it has to meet the condition that matrix A is non-singular, that is, the constructed 
multicast metric matrix must be reversible. First, we have to prove the non-singularity of the 
multicast metric matrix under two special circumstances. And then discuss the non-singularity 
of the multicast metric matrix under normal circumstances.  

Theorem 1 If '
iP =∅ , then the multicast metric matrix D  is the non-singular matrix. 

Demonstration: Assuming multicast distribution tree is T , we layer the multicast tree’s 
nodes according to T ’s depth. From the top to the bottom, the layers are from 0L  to mL (m is 
the depth of the multicast tree). And then we number the nodes according to the stratification. 
The stratification and numbers are shown in Fig. 1. The fixed number of multicast root node is 
1, and the parent node number is smaller than child node number. 
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... ... ...... ...

L0
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2 3 4 5

x x+1 x+2

y+1y
 

Fig. 1. Schematic of node stratification numbering rule 
 
From '

iP =∅  we can see, all the nodes of the multicast tree have no alternate parent nodes. 

From definition 5, we can see that the element ija ’s value of the coefficient matrix 
( )ij n nA a ×= is  

'
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j

j
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k S
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∑                                    (7) 

According to the depth numbering rule, if node iv  is the parent node of node jv , then i j< . 
And formula (7) can be simplified as  
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0 ,

ij

ij

a i j
a otherwise

≥ ≤
 =

 

 

Then we can get that ( )ij n nA a ×=  is sparse upper triangular matrix. Matrix A  with n  steps 
has 2 1n − non-zero value, and the diagonal element is 1iiα ≥ . Therefore the multicast metric 
matrix ( ) *ij n nD d C A×= =  is the sparse upper triangular matrix. From the non-negativity of 
link cost in definition 1, the diagonal element of D 0iid > . From the properties of the diagonal 

matrix we can know that 
1

| | 0
n

ii
i

D d
=

= ≠∏ , therefore the multicast metric matrix D  is 

non-singular matrix.  
                                QED 

 

Theorem 2: If iO  is the set of node iv ’s child nodes (including the child nodes of the 
alternate links) and if i iP O =∅  is set up, then the multicast metric matrix D  is the 
non-singular matrix. 

Demonstration: the condition i iP O =∅  can be understood as: node iv ’s parent node or 
alternate parent node cannot be node iv ’s child nodes at the same time. Intuitively to say, there 
is no loop in the multicast topology map composed by the multicast distribution links and the 
alternate links.  

Assuming the multicast coefficient matrix is ( )ij n nA a ×= , then | |A of matrix A  can be 
gained through the determinant definition, then we can get: 
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                 (8) 

 

Among them 1 2( ... )nj j jτ  is the inversion number of the arrangement 1 2... nj j j .  
In formula (8), | |A is decomposed into the sum of the elements‘ product on all the diagonal 

lines and other elements’ product. Then each item in the accumulation will be proved by the 
apagoge in the following: 

1 2 1 21 2 1 2... | 0
n nj j nj j j j na a a ≠ ∨ ≠ ∨ ∨ ≠ =



                                                (9) 
 

Assuming an inverse proposition  
 

1 2 1 21 2 1 2... | 0
n nj j nj j j j na a a ≠ ∨ ≠ ∨ ∨ ≠ ≠
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is set up, from the condition 1 21 2 nj j j n≠ ∨ ≠ ∨ ∨ ≠  it can be known that there is an 
element 

1mka in 
1 21 2 ...

nj j nja a a making 1m k≠ . For the convenience of describing, i  is called the 
first index of element ija and j  is called the tail index of element ija . Among elements 

1 21 2 ...
nj j nja a a , there must be such a product arrangement must be able to be found: 

1mka is the 
first element, and the first index of each following element equals to the tail index of the 
element before it, until the tail index of the last element is m . The product of all these 
elements is not 0, that is 

1 1 2 1
0

p p pmk k k k k k ma a a a
−

≠ . Each element is not 0, which is: 
 

1 1 2 1
0, 0, , 0, 0

p p pmk k k k k k ma a a a
−

≠ ≠ ≠ ≠                                       (10) 
 

In the multicast topology structure, the meaning of 0ija ≠  can be understood as: node iv  is 
node jv ’s parent node or alternate parent node. From the 

1 1 2 1
0, 0, , 0

pk k k ka a a
−

≠ ≠ ≠
pm k  in 

formula (10) it can be known that pk  is the child node of m , while from 0
pk ma ≠  it can be 

seen that pk  is m ’s parent node of alternate parent node. It is inconsistent with the known 

condition i iP O = ∅ , so the inversion proposition cannot be set up, but the original 
proposition (9) can be set up.  

Combine the conclusions of formula (2) and (4) and continue to derive formula (8) we can 
get: 

 

11 22| | ... 1nnA a a a= ≥  
 

According to the *D H A=  in definition 7, the multicast metric matrix D  and matrix A  
have the non-zero element with the same position. From | | 1A ≥ , | | 0D ≠  can be derived. D is 
the non-singular matrix. 

QED 
 

Further analysis shows that in the multicast topology structure with any alternate parent 
node being empty, there must not be loops. Theorem 1 is the special case of theorem 2. When 
the multicast topology matrix is being constructed, the multicast fluctuation factor can be 
directly calculated if theorem 1 and theorem 2 are satisfied.  

Without the loss of generality, if matrix D  is the near singular matrix, then the matrix’s 
minimum eigenvalue min 0λ → . From definition 9 it can be known that the matrix’s condition 
number ( )k D →∞ , therefore it can be known that the condition number of the near singular 
matrix is very large. When the matrix D is the singular matrix, min 0λ = cannot calculate the 
exact value of ( )k D  in theroy. However in terms of engineering application, ( )k D  can be 
regarded as relatively large when the matrix D is judged as singular matrix.  

4. MUSP Updating Algorithm Research 

4.1 Musp updating strategy  
The multicast fluctuation factor threshold interval can be defined as 1 2[ , )Q Q . When 

1( )k D Q< , the current multicast tree structure can be considered as well-conditioned. The 
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slight fluctuation in the network will not cause abrupt changes of multicast performance, and 
the current overlay multicast tree will continue to complete the multicast distribution task 
steadily. When 1 2( ) [ , )k D Q Q∈ , the current multicast tree’s structure is regarded as near 
“ill-conditioned”, and slight network fluctuation will cause abrupt changes of multicast 
performance. At this time, update the multicast tree during the idle time of the multicast 
distribution tasks. When 2( )k D Q≥ , the current multicast tree structure is “ill-conditioned”, so 
the multicast tree should be updated immediately.  

The value of ( 1,2)iQ i =  is closely related to network performance, multicast scale and 
multicast request. iQ  can be described as follows: 

( , , )( 1,2)i i network multicast multicastQ f P S T i= =  

where networkP  indicates the network performance, such as maximun delay between nodes, 
minimun bandwidth in the network, etc. multicastS is the scale of the multicast. multicastT  indicates 
the multicast request, like retransmission rate, judder, etc. The experimental data is used to 
calulate iQ  in the simulation experiment. 

To better understand, here's an example. If the network performance is poor and the 
multicast scale is large, the multicast fluctuation factor ( )k D  must be large. At this time, if we 
set 1Q  and 2Q  to a low number, the multicast tree structure will be mistakenly judged as 
“sick”, thus it will start to update multicast tree strategy and waste system resources. Under 
normal circumstances, when the network performance is relatively stable, the multicast scale 
is relatively small and the multicast task having a higher demand for the stability of 
performance, smaller 1Q  and 2Q  can be set to create the multicast distribution tree with higher 
stability and vice versa. 

 

4.2 Musp updating algorithm 
Musp updating algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. Its basic idea is as follows: 

(1) Initialization parameters: Set the interference factor Rρ +∈ , testing cycle t and the 
multicast fluctuation factor threshold interval 1 2[ , )Q Q . Calculate the multicast fluctuation 
factor ( )k D . 

(2) If 1( )k D Q< , it is not necessary to update the multicast tree. 

(3) If 1 2( ) [ , )k D Q Q∈ , first we locate the potentially affected nodes. Then go through the 

elements in the multicast metric matrix ( )ij n nD a ×=  in order. When it comes to element ija , 
plant ij ija a ρ= −  into D , and calculate the multicast fluctuation factor ( )k D′  after the ija  

being affected. If 1( )k D Q′ < , add node into the set of affected nodes E


. If a traversal is 
completed and the potentially affected nodes are empty, double the interference factor and 
continue to go through the elements in the multicast metric matrix until after a traversal, the set 
of potentially affected nodes is not empty. Then update the parent nodes of the potentially 
affected nodes into the alternate parent nodes. End the cycle. 

(4) If 2( )k D Q≥ , then reconstruct the whole multicast tree. End the cycle. 
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Algorithm: Musp 
Input: D                                   //Multicast metric matrix 
Begin 
1: Initialize 1 2, , ,t Q Qρ           //Initialization parameter  
2: While(true) 
3:   If (k(D) Q1 && k(D)<Q2) //Meet updating conditions  
4:     k=1; 
5:     While (true) 
6:       For each xij in D     
7:         xij = xij - kρ ;                    //Add simulated disturbance factor  

8:         If (Cond(D)2 < Q1) 

9:           { }jE E v=
 

 ; 

10:      EndFor 
11:      k++; 

12:      If (| E


|>0)  

13:        updateNodeParent( E


);       //Locale update parent node 
14:        break 
15:      EndIf 
16:    EndWhile 
17:  ElseIf (k(D)≥ Q2) updateTree();//Reconstruct multicast tree  
18:  EndIf 
19:  Sleep(t) ; 
20: EndWhile 
End 

Fig. 2. Musp updating strategy core algorithm 

4.3 Musp updating algorithm example 
In order to facilitate the understanding, this section gives the example of the Musp updating 
algorithm based on the specific network topology. Fig. 3(a) is shown as the initial network, 
and the nodes for constructing the multicast tree are 1 2 3 4, , ,v v v v . Fig. 3(b) shows the 
constructed multicast path, in which the solid line represents the multicast distribution link and 
the dotted lines represents the alternate link. The steps of the Musp updating algorithm are 
divided into construction cost matrix, construction coefficient matrix and the calculation and 
analysis of the multicast fluctuation factor. The detailed steps are as follows: 
(1) Constructing cost matrix 

To construct the cost matrix, the cost of nodes and links needs to be calculated firstly. The 
cost elements of the network element considerd by different overlay multicast protocols are 
different [8][9]. And their calculation methods and steps are also different. The emphasis point 
of this paper is to solve the multicast updating opportunity, so it is not necessary to do too 
much analysis on cost calculation. In order to facilitate the simulation experiment of the 
algorithm, the following calculation methods are designed: 
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Let link ije  be the link from the parent node iv  to the child node jv , iv ’s unit data 
processing delay be nodet , and iv ’s unit data transmission delay be linkt . Define the network 
element cost from iv  to jv  as 

 

,
,

node link
ij

node

t t i j
H

t i j
α β
α

+ ≠
=  =

                                         (11) 

 

Among them, ,α β are the weight coefficients, and 0 0 1α β α β> ∧ > ∧ + = , which can be 
adjusted according to specific multicast service requirements. In the experiment of this paper, 
make 1/ 2α β= = . nodet  is the delay of iv ’s reading 1K files. sendt is the delay of node iv  
sending 1K files. Cyclically update each delay value. Intuitively speaking, nodet  reflects nodes’ 
ability. sendt  reflects the ability of network links. 

Let Fig. 3(c) be the cost information of the network element (links and nodes) calculated 
based on the initial network in Fig. 3(a). The value at the node is the value of nodet , the value on 
the link is the value of linkt . The constructed cost matrix is  

 

6 300 90 29
309 15 65 43
95.5 61.5 11.5 76.5
33 38 75 10

H

 
 
 =  
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Fig. 3. The construction process of multicast metric matrix 
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(2) Constructing coefficient matrix 

According to the multicast path in Fig. 3(b) and the coefficient matrix element in formula 
(1), make the link sensitivity factor 1λ = , then we can get the nodes and link coefficient 
information. As shown in Fig. 3(d), the value on the link represents link coefficient, and the 
value on the nodes indicates nodes’ coefficient.  

According to the information in Fig. 3(d), we can get the multicast coefficient matrix as 
follows: 

 
3 2 1 0
0 2 0.78 1
0 0.78 1 0.78
0 0 0 1

A

 
 
 =  
 
  

 

 
(3) Calculation and analysis of the multicast fluctuation factor 

According to definition 7, we can get the multicast metric matrix as follows: 
 

6 300 90 29 3 2 1 0
309 15 65 43 0 2 0.78 1
95.5 61.5 11.5 76.5 0 0.78 1 0.78
33 38 75 10 0 0 0 1

18 600 90 0
0 30 50.7 43
0 47.97 11.5 59.67
0 0 0

*

0 1

*D H A

   
   
   
   
   
      
 
 
 =  



=



=


 

 

 
  The multicast fluctuation factor 3( ) 2.5486 10k D = ×  is calculated according to formula 

(5). From the comparison with the multicast fluctuation factor threshold interval 1 2( , ]Q Q (let 
3 4

1 210 , 10Q Q= = ) of the current network scale, we can get 1 2( ) ( , ]k D Q Q∈ . It means that the 
current multicast structure is near “ill-conditioned” and instable. Slight network fluctuat will 
cause instability or even crash of the multicast system. So it is needed to judge which node 
might cause instability of multicast and replace the parent nodes of the potentially affected 
nodes. 

5. Algorithm Simulation and Experiment 

5.1 Algorithm complexity analysis 
The calculation of the multicast fluctuation factor’s complexity is mainly divided into two 

parts: First is to measure the performance of all the multicast nodes and the performance of the 
link between nodes when the cost matrix is obtained. The complexity degree is 2( )O n . Second 
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for the common matrices, the calculation complexity of the matrix condition number is 3( )O n  
[18]. The multicast metric matrix satisfying theorem 1 is triangular matrix. From the diagonal 
element, maxλ  and minλ can be got. And its calculation complexity is ( )O n . Therefore the 
complexity of common multicast tree condition number is 3 2( )O n n+ , and the complexity of 
the multicast tree condition number satisfying theorem 1 is 2( )O n n+ . 

It can be known from the analysis of the complexity of traditional multicast algorithm that, 

the calculation complexity of SMO is log( )
log log
n nO

n
 [12], the calculation complexity of NICE 

is log( )
log log
n nO

n
[15], and the maximum calculation complexity of SOM-HS is ( log )O nk n  (in 

which k  is the node out degree)[21]. From this it can be seen that even if the multicast metric 
matrix is a sparse triangular matrix, the Musp algorithm is more complex than traditional 
algorithm. That is because Musp takes the specific multicast topology structure into account 
and is more general. The large sample space of Musp increases computation and complex. 
 

5.2 Simulation experiment scheme 
In the simulation experiment, this paper adopts the NS2 simulation tool. First we use the 

GT-ITM tool to generate 5 transmission topologies, each of which includes a transport domain 
and a nodes domain. Each topology contains 4 domains and 64 node transport domain. Each 
node domain produces 50 nodes and it is connected to the node through the router.  

In order to make the simulation environment is consistent with the real network; Harvard 
was adopted as the initial data set [19]. Harvard data set is the set of end-to-end average delay 
of 1895 nodes collected worldwide through the method of King in 2006, whose delay data is of 
directivity [20]. This paper selects 220 nodes whose connectivity between nodes is over 48% 
as the experiment sample. Its end-to-end time delay distribution is shown in Table 1. During 
the simulation process, the delay is treated as the initial cost between nodes. The calculation 
method of node kv ’s processing time delay is  

 

1 1
( { }, { })

n n

kk ik kji j
H Min Min a Min aµ

= =
= ⋅                                          (12) 

 

Among them (0,1)µ∈  is the ratio of node processing delay and link cost. Make 0.1µ =  
in the simulation. Min  is the minimum value of the set. During the experimental process, the 
random fluctuation range of the network performance is 10%.  

 
Table 1. End-to-end delay distribution of the experimental sample 

Delay 
interval(m) (0,20] (20,40] (40,60] (60,100] (100,∞] Disconnec

ted 

Ratio 3.5%(1
675) 

6.4%(3
079) 

6.7%(3
213) 

11.9%(5
735) 

24.1%(11
631) 

47.4%(22
847) 

 
In order to verify the validity of the multicast fluctuation factor, this paper chooses three 

multicast algorithms to analyze the relationship between multicast fluctuation factor and other 
three factors: data retransmission times, maximum delay and delay variation. The three kinds 
of overlay multicast algorithms are NICE [15], SMO [12] and SOM-HS [21] respectively. The 
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multicast’s basic idea of the three algorithms is the following respectively: NICE algorithm 
constructs multicast tree through the stratification clustering method. SMO algorithm first 
constructs the core network, and puts the noncore network as the leaf node and the core 
network as the parent node. SOM-HS algorithm is the previous work of the author, and 
ensures the out degree of the top node is O(n) on the basis of NICE algorithm. In order to 
increase the comparability, all the three algorithms use formula (9) to calculate link cost and 
reserve the path construction strategy of the three algorithms. 

In order to verify the validity of the Musp updating strategy, this paper compares the 
multicast maximum delay under three multicast updating strategies. The three multicast 
updating strategies are Peercast [3], SpreadIt [4] and Musp respectively. Their basic ideas are 
the followings: Peercast strategy find a node of minimum cost in the ancestor nodes as the 
parent node when checking the parent node failure by using passive response updating 
strategy. SpreadIt is the link between cyclic traversal and neighbor nodes. If there is a link of 
less cost, then switch this node to the parent node. SpreadIt is an active updating strategy. 
Musp is the active updating strategy proposed in this paper to determine whether to update 
multicast tree through the multicast fluctuation factor.  

5.3 Analysis of simulation experiment 
(1) The relationship between multicast fluctuation factor and data retransmission times. 
Select 50 nodes from the experimental sample to construct multicast tree by using the three 

multicast algorithms respectively. The passive response updating strategy of Peercast is used. 
The distributed data files’ size is about 1M. These files are spitted into small files to be sent 
and the retransmission times are no more than 100 times. Adjust the link or node delay in each 
experiment, and make the multicast fluctuation factor changes. Record the multicast 
fluctuation factor in each experiment and data retransmission times. Gather the averages of the 
data retransmission times of multicast fluctuation factor in different order of magnitude. As 
shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Data retransmission times changes with multicast fluctuation factor 
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It can be seen in Fig. 4 that under the condition of unchanging group scale, data 
retransmission times increase with the increasing of multicast fluctuation factor. Because the 
multicast fluctuation factor is large, slight fluctuation of network performance will increase 
the fluctuation range of network performance, and the instable end-to-end link transmission 
will cause data packet loss and increase the data retransmission times. 

 
(2) The relationship between multicast fluctuation factor and the maximum delay 
The multicast maximum delay can reflect the degree of the bad experience of multicast 

service. It exists as a parameter index in delay sensitive applications, such as file distribution 
of delay sensitivity, and online video platform, etc. In order to reflect the relationship between 
multicast fluctuation factor and the maximum delay, the design scheme is as follows: select 
100 multicast nodes and distribute data through  three different multicast schemes. Small data 
file distribution lasts 30 minutes, during which time we set 10 nodes and 10 links with a 
worsening performance respectively. Collect the node’s maximum time delay of the three 
multicast algorithms under different multicast factors. Each group of experiment is conducted 
for 10 times, and we take the average of the maximum time delay. The result is shown in Fig. 
5. 
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Fig. 5. The relationship between maximum delay and the multicast fluctuation factor 

 
It can be seen from Fig. 5 that when the multicast scale is invariant, with the increase of 

multicast fluctuation factor, the maximum delay shows a growing trend, which is due to the 
degradation of local network performance resulting in the rise of link packet loss and 
retransmission rate. All these cause a longer time delay of nodes’ receiving data, therefore the 
longer delay is becoming worse. Meanwhile we can see that in the case of the same multicast 
fluctuation factor, among the three protocols, NICE protocol has the steadiest maximum delay 
changing trend, but has the longest maximum delay. SOM-HS algorithm has sharp jumping 
changes of the maximum time delay, but its maximum time delay is relatively shorter. This is 
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because of the balancing load of the multicast balancing in NICE protocol, whose overall 
performance is bad but steady. While the core network performance of SOM-HS algorithm is 
better, but bottleneck is easy to occur in the network. 

Multicast fluctuation factor change can reflect the trend of maximum delay. On the 
contrary, maximum delay change cannot prove multicast fluctuation factor’s change. To 
verify this conclusion, the designed scheme makes some adjustment on the previous 
experimental scheme: the overall performance of the network becomes worse. The 
experimental results are shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. The relationship between multicast fluctuation factor and maximum delay in the case of the 

overall degradation of network performance 
 
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that with the degradation of the overall network performance, the 

fluctuation factor of the three kinds of multicast are becoming larger within a certain range, 
and the maximum delay is on the growing trend. It is because the degradation of the overall 
network performance is equivalent to multicast metric matrix multiplies by coefficient 

( 1)uµ > . It can be known from formula (5) ( ) ( )k uD k D=  that multicast fluctuation factor 
does not change, but due to the randomness of the overall network performance change, the 
multicast fluctuation factor also changes within a certain range. 

 
(3) The relationship between multicast fluctuation factor and delay variation 
Multicast delay variation [22]refers to the delay variation from the source node to each 

destination node and its application scenarios are such as remote telecommunications 
conference, distributed database system and distributed gaming environment [23]. Limiting 
delay variation is to provide fair service for nodes. In order to test the relationship between 
multicast fluctuation factor and experimental variation, 100 multicast nodes are selected. The 
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data distribution is conducted through three different multicast schemes. The small data files 
are distributed for 30 minutes. Collect the average variance value of the three kinds of 
multicast scheme’s node delay under different multicast fluctuation factors. The average 
variance is smoothly processed by using the moving average filter with a window width of 9 
[24]. The results are shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. The relationship between multicast fluctuation factor and delay variance 

 
From Fig. 7 it can be seen that with the increase of the multicast fluctuation factor, the 

delay average variances of the three different multicast algorithms are generally on the 
growing trend, indicating that the more instable of network performance, the more variant the 
time delay among the nodes is. In the experiment, when the multicast fluctuation factor is in 
106 order of magnitude, the delay average variance even reaches 103 by using SMO-HS 
algorithm, and the time delay variation is very large. Therefore the multicast fluctuation factor 
can be used as the index to  judge delay variation: the larger multicast fluctuation factor is, the 
larger variation of the time delay is. From the change of the time delay’s average variance of 
the three different multicast algorithms with the multicast fluctuation factor it can be seen that 
the time delay’s average variance of SMO-HS algorithm is more steady that those of NICE 
and SMO algorithms. In other words, the multicast fluctuation factor of SMO-HS algorithm 
has a better corresponding relationship with time delay’s average variance. It is mainly 
because during the multicast tree’s construction process, the network load of SMO-HS 
algorithm will be balanced, and the change of network performance will not cause abrupt 
changes of multicast time delay’s variation. 
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(4) The situation of Musp updating strategy performance 
Select 100 nodes from the test samples. SMO-HS algorithm is adopted in multicast tree 

construction. Updating strategies are Peercast [3], SpreadIt [4] and Musp proposed in this 
paper. Cyclically distribute 100 small data files of 1k each. During the distribution process, we 
randomly choose 20 links or nodes to make their performance continuously decline. Collect 
the average value of the maximum time delay of many times’ file distribution. The results are 
shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. The comparison between the maximum delay of different updating strategies 

 
It can be seen from Fig. 8 that with the degradation of the local network performance, the 

multicast maximum time delay becomes longer. In the early period of the degradation of 
network performance, the maximum time delay’s variation of the three updating strategies 
changes little, and different updating strategies varies not much from each other at the same 
time, mainly because little degradation of network performance does not have big impact on 
the overall maximum delay. With the further degradation of network performance, the 
multicast maximum delay of Musp updating strategy becomes the shortest, while the multicast 
maximum delay of Peercast updating strategy becomes the longest. The reason is that the 
multicast tree is adjusted by Musp updating strategy in time according to the rise of multicast 
fluctuation factor, making the nodes and links with worsened performance leave the 
distribution backbone network in advance and reducing the affected child nodes, and at the 
same time the data that has not been completely transmitted by the original parent node will 
continue to be transmitted following the original link, which reduces data retransmission 
caused by switching and also shortens time delay. However, Peercast strategy does not start to 
seek for parent nodes until the link fracture is found. Its delay is mainly made up of three parts: 
First, since the detection of link connectivity is periodic, there is time difference from link 
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fracture happening to link fracture being found. Second, there is time delay of seeking for 
parent nodes in ancestor nodes. Third is the data retransmission time delay. Therefore, the 
performance of Peercast strategy is the worst. SpreadIt strategy can always make nodes choose 
the best parent nodes, but frequent switch of links will increase data retransmission rate, 
leading to maximum time delay longer than that of Musp strategy. 

6. Conclusion and future work 
The matrix condition number is initially used to check the stability of the solution of 

equation set. The larger the condition number is, the less stable the solution is. In this paper, 
the matrix condition number is applied into the judging of the stability of multicast 
performance. The properties of the proposed Musp algorithm are as follows: Firstly, the 
network model is constructed to describe the stability of multicast tree according to the 
multicast stable factor. Then, the stability of multicast tree can be judged only through the 
network topology information without the measurement results of the distributed tasks. That is, 
the Musp algorithm saves network resources when update the network. Finally, the Musp 
algorithm saves the network resources when updating the network. The experimental results 
show that, the multicast fluctuation factor can qualitatively evaluate the stability factor 
multicast network. Compared with the traditional multicast update strategy, the maximum 
time delay of the Musp update strategy proposed in this paper is the smallest.  

The enlargement of network scale will cause an exponential growth of multicast 
fluctuation factor, and the calculation load then increases. Thus the calculation of multicast 
fluctuation factor in large scale network will have a higher demand on the performance of the 
server, and results in calculation delay, causing the failure of timely invoking the multicast 
updating strategy. Next, it is necessary to research on the quick estimation method suitable for 
multicast fluctuation factor, quickly estimate whether a multicast tree needs to be updated. 
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